Introduction
Invasive micropapillary carcinoma (IMPC) is a subtype of invasive ductal carcinoma, first reported by Siriaunkgul et al. [1] in 1993. IMPC accounts for 3.8-5.9% of all cases of breast cancer and occurs most frequently in women aged 50-60 years [2] [3] [4] [5] . It is characterized by a high incidence of lymphovascular invasion and lymph node metastasis, resulting in poor prognosis [2] [3] [4] [5] . Here, we describe a rare case of IMPC in a male patient who did not show lymph node metastasis or lymphovascular invasion and review the relevant literature.
Case report
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E-mail address: ttsushimi@yahoo.co.jp (T. Tsushimi). and treatment of a left breast tumor. On physical examination, a hard, elastic tumor was palpated in the upper lateral quadrant of the left nipple-areola complex and the tumor was found to invade the areola skin ( Fig. 1 ). Ultrasonography showed a 14.8 mm × 15.0 mm × 12.4 mm irregularly shaped well-circumscribed, solid mass with an indented margin and heterogeneous internal echo ( Fig. 2 ). However, posterior echo enhancement was not observed. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography showed an approximately 13-mm nodular lesion below the nipple. The area surrounding the mass appeared fuzzy, indicating tumor invasion of the nipple. Neither lymph node metastases nor distal metastasis was noted. Core needle biopsy revealed clusters of atypical cells, indicating a diagnosis of invasive ductal carcinoma; however, accurate determination of the pathological subtype before surgery was not possible. We tried to detect sentinel lymphnode by near-infrared fluorescence imaging system, however we could not do it. Therefore we performed mastectomy with axillary lymphnode dissection. Examination of the cut surface of the resected specimen showed that the tumor was solid with a spiculated border. It invaded the nipple and the skin ( Fig. 3 ). Pathological examination revealed actively proliferating cancer cells arranged in micropapillary nests. The cells were floating within clear spaces lined by delicate strands of stroma ( Fig. 4a ). Micropapillary nests were composed of dozens of cancer cells without fibrovascular cores and were surrounded by empty, clear spaces lined with delicate strands of fibrocollagenous stroma (Fig. 4b ). These findings led to a diagnosis of invasive micropapillary carcinoma. The tumor was a mixed type, and papillotubular carcinoma accounted for approximately 40% of the tumor (Fig. 4c ). Lymph node metastasis was not detected, and the nuclear grade was classified as 2. Immunohistochemical examination showed positive staining for estrogen (ER) and progesterone (PgR) receptors, but negative staining for HER2. The Ki67 index was 5%. Tamoxifen has been administered, and no recurrence has been noted for approximately 1 year after surgery.
Discussion
IMPC was recently assigned a separate classification according to the World Health Organization (WHO) histological classification of breast tumors (2003) [6] and the general rules for clinical and pathological recording of breast cancer (16th edition, 2008) [7] in Japan. IMPC in male patients is very rare, with only 7 cases with complete details being described in the literature as per a Medline and Japan Medical Abstracts Society search ( average age of male patients with IMPC is 69.8 years, slightly higher than that of female patients with IMPC.
The reported pathological characteristics of IMPC include cancer cells floating within clear spaces lined by delicate strands of stroma and micropapillary nests composed of dozens of cancer cells without fibrovascular cores surrounded by empty, clear spaces lined with delicate strands of fibrocollagenous stroma [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . We were unable to detect these features in the case reported here; however, cancer cells frequently show reversed polarity, a cytological morphology referred to as an inside-out growth pattern.
The incidence of axillary node metastasis in IMPC is reported to be 67-90% [2] [3] [4] [5] , and 64% of patients with lymph node metastasis have more than 3 lymph nodes [5] . IMPC is also associated with a high rate of local recurrence. Tresserra et al. reported that 27% of IMPC patients who underwent lumpectomy showed local recurrence, although 75% of these patients had received radiation treatment [15] . Authors concluded that lumpectomy is inadequate for local control even when complemented with radiotherapy. Our patient did not show recurrence during a follow-up period of approximately 1 year after mastectomy with axillary lymph node dissection. Accordingly, we suggest that radical mastectomy with complete axillary dissection be performed when IMPC is diagnosed on the basis of preoperative biopsy findings. Some studies suggest that IMPC is associated with a poorer prognosis than other invasive ductal carcinomas. Pettinato et al. reported that 49% of patients with IMPC died of distant metastasis at a mean of 5.2 years (range, 1-10.5 years) after initial diagnosis [5] . IMPC often occurs in association with other types of breast carcinoma. Cases in which IMPC accounted for more than 50% of the tumor were associated with a significantly higher rate of lymph node metastasis and recurrence at 5 years and a poorer prognosis than cases in which IMPC accounted for less 50% of the tumor [16] . In fact, all male patients with pure IMPC reported in the literature died of recurrence or distant metastasis (Table 1 ). In our case, the IMPC component accounted for 60% of the lesion. Accordingly, the proportion of the IMPC component might be an important factor for prognosis.
Luna-More et al. reported ER, PgR, and HER2 positivity rates of 71.3%, 48.3%, and 51%, respectively [17] . Pettinato also described a high HER2 positivity rate (95%) [5] . However, HER2 positivity was noted in only 1 male patient with IMPC (14%) according to our literature review. Furthermore, in all cases of the mixed type that were reviewed, IMPC was associated with papillotubular carcinoma. These findings may be specific to IMPC in male patients. 
Conclusion
Little is known about the effects of endocrine therapy, chemotherapy, molecular targeted therapy, or radiation on IMPC, and the optimal adjuvant therapy has not yet been established yet. Because of the absence of lymph node metastasis and a molecular subtype of luminal A, we only administered tamoxifen and regularly followed-up our patient. Furthermore, because our patient was physically challenged, he did not wish to receive chemotherapy. However, given that IMPC is associated with a high rate of lymph node metastasis or recurrence and advanced vessel invasion, aggressive adjuvant chemotherapy following surgical resection should be selected for patients with IMPC.
